ORDER

In continuation of order No. F.PA/DDE/VKS/2013-14/1081 dated 31.01.2014, an additional amount of Rs. One Lakh (Rs.1,00,000/-) under Capital Head VKS is being placed at disposal of Head of Schools as detailed below.

(a) For single shifted schools - being placed soon at the disposal of the HOS of single shift.
(b) For double shifted schools - has already been placed at the disposal of HOS of second shift school.

This amount is to be utilised in up-keeping the basic amenities/facilities in the school(s) as per priorities below:-

1. Covering Man holes and Rain water harvesting pit, if found open.
2. Repairing of unsafe open/broken electric points.
3. Fixing/Replacing defective/broken water taps.
4. Providing and fixing of seats & sistent in toilets.
6. Installation/ repairing of broken doors in toilets (as the case may be).

Concerned HOS are directed to take up these works on priority after following laid down procedure of VKS. In case funds are not available under VKS in single shifted schools, funds meant for BALA activities may be utilized for the activity listed above for the session 2013-14 only.

Any laxity or negligence in providing these basic amenities will be viewed seriously and the concerned HOS will be held responsible.

This issues with prior approval of Director of Education.

(R. N. Sharma)
Dy. Director of Education (Land & Estate)

All the HOS of Dte. of Education, Govt. of NCT of Delhi.
Copy to:-

1. PS to Principal Secretary, Education, Old Sect. Delhi - 54.
2. PS to Director of Education, Old Sect. Delhi-54.
4. All the Dy. Director of Education for ensuring the compliance.
5. OS (IT) for uploading on MIS.

(R. N. Sharma)
Dy. Director of Education (Land & Estate)